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Address Metrotex Far east ltd- (H K ) 
61-01-01 Bungarya Condo 
Saujana resort, Shah Alam 
40150 Selangor D, E

Country Malaysia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Metrotex far east was established and registered in Hong Kong in May 1992, and since that time have specialized in the supply of second hand and
new machinery for the manufacture of all types of electric lamps-including household GLS bulbs, fluorescent tubes, HID street lamps, automobile
lamps, energy saving CFL lamps etc etc.  

The company also supply the specialist "glass making machinery" - for lamps-soda lime, lead glass and neutral glass, viz Rotary glass bulb blowers,
Danner type tube drawing lines, end formers etc, as well as machinery to manufacture all the required lamp components, such as lead wires,
filaments, caps etc.
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